Abstract. Modifying Monge's method and Laplace's one respectively, we shall give two methods of integration of Monge-Ampère's equations. Although they seem quite different, the equivalence of our two methods will be shown.
(M-A)
Hr + 2Ks+Lt + M+N(rt-s2) = 0, we shall discuss the following problem : What partial differential equation can be solved by integrating ordinary differential equations only ?
Here H, K, L, M and N are functions of x, y, z, p and q. By p, q, r, s and t, we denote 8z_ 8z <Pz_ jPz_ cPz 8x dy 8x2 8x8y dy2 respectively.
For a general equation F(x, y, z,p,q, r, s, t) = 0 with a given initial value of hyperbolic type, Lewy [8] solved the Cauchy problem reducing it to solving difference equations. Here we shall try to reduce the problem to solving ordinary differential equations in the case of Monge-Ampère's equation where the hyperbolicity does not depend on the given initial value.
Let us try to solve the Cauchy problem of Monge-Ampère's equation, integrating ordinary equations only. Monge's method is as follows. For a given initial value, find such an intermediate integral equation of the first order that is satisfied by the dx dy _ dz _ -dp Wj8~p ~ 8VJ8q ~ (8V/8p)p + (8V/8q)q ~ 8V¡8x + (8V/8z)p 8V/8y + (8V¡8z)q of an equation V=Q of the first order has the following property:
If an initial value (x = x0(i), y=y0(s), z = z0(s), p=p0(s), q=q0(s)) satisfies dz-pdx-qdy = 0 and dV=0, then the surface obtained by integrating LagrangeCharpit's system = dt under the initial condition x(0, s) -x0(s), y(0, s)=y0(s), z(0, s) = zQ(s), p(0, s)=p0(s), q(0, s)=q0(s) satisfies dz-pdx-qdy = 0.
We shall say that a system dx _ dy _ dz dp _ dq 1 ~ ~B ~ Ap + Bq ~~ ~C ~~ ~D is integrable, if for any initial value which satisfies dz-pdx -qdy = 0 and Cdx + Ddy -Adp -Bdq = 0, the surface obtained by integrating the system = dt under the given initial condition satisfies dz-pdx -qdy = 0. There exists such an integrable system that is not Lagrange-Charpit's system of any equation.
This notion of an integrable system allows us to generalize Monge's method of integration of Monge-Ampère's equation: For a given initial value, find an integrable system which satisfies Cdx0 + Ddy0 -Adp0 -Bdq0 = 0 and the characteristic condition of the equation. This process requires us to solve a system of nonlinear partial equations of the first order with one unknown function. Hence in virtue of Jacobi's theorem it can be solved by integrating ordinary equations only, if it has a solution. Suppose that such an integrable system exists. Then the surface obtained by integrating the system = dt under the given initial condition is an integral surface of the equation. If Lagrange-Charpit's system of an equation can be taken as such an integrable system for every initial value, then the equation is Monge- *' = fix, y, z, p, q), y' = g(x, y, z, p, q),
Here we assume that the four functions/ g, h and k are functionally independent, and that each of the quotients made from their Lagrange's brackets
is a function of/ g, h, and k. Then in virtue of Bäcklund's theorem [3, p. 440 ], the equation
is transformed to the equation
This equation has its meaning by our assumption. Here Dg Dh Dg Dh (g' ' Dx Dy Dy Dx and Dx dx 8z dp 8q Dy dy 8z dp 8q
If we put f=x, g=y, h=q + a(x,y)z and k= -b(x,y)q + {8a/8x -c(x,y)}z, then we have the Laplace transformation which is applied to the linear hyperbolic equation s + ap + bq + cz = 0. The four functions/ g, h and k satisfy the following functional equations: (4) [ The converse correspondence can be given in the same way, if we assume that the four functions /, g, A and k satisfy the functional equation (4) . In fact they are functions of x, v, z and a, if we transform the function/to x by a contact transformation. In virtue of a theorem of Lie such a contact transformation exists (see [9] ). Since they are functionally independent, we can solve the equality (1) conversely with respect to x, y, z and q. We can take also a contact transformation that transforms the functions/and g to x and y respectively, because of the equality [f, g] = 0. Hence the correspondence given above is bijective.
We shall say that the Bäcklund transformation (1) is of Laplace type, if the four functions/, g, A and k satisfy the functional equations (4) and also
where a, ß, y and S are functions off, g and A. Then the transformed equation (3) is expressible in the form s' -iyp'q' + ap' + 8q'+ß) = 0.
In this case let us call the original equation (2) Construct a general class of transformations for integrating equations which are not Monge-integrable such that it contains the Laplace transformation and the transformation above-mentioned as the special cases.
Our Bäckland transformations of Laplace type give a solution to this problem of Goursat.
The following theorem will be proved.
An equation of Laplace type is integrable by our first method if and only if the transformed equation is Monge-integrable.
Every notion of integrability defined here is independent of the choice of the coordinates, if they are changed by a contact transformation.
We are always in the category of infinite differentiability. A modern formulation of our problem will not be given here. The problem will be discussed in the classical style.
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor D. Montgomery and Professor D. C. Spencer for their encouragement in the course of writing this note.
2. An integrable system. Let us find a condition which the four functions A, B, C and D should satisfy in order that the system ((.\ dx _ dy _ dz _ dp _ dq { } 1 ~ ~B ~ pA+qB ~ ~C~1) may be integrable. Integration of the ordinary equations
p(0, s) = p0(s), q(0, s) = q0(s)
gives a two dimensional manifold x = x(t, s), y=y(t,s), z = z(t,s), p=p(t,s), q=q(t,s).
Denoting infinitesimal displacements in the direction of s (r = constant) and t (s = constant) by d and 8 respectively, we have 8(dz-pdx-qdy) -d(8z-p8x-q8y) = dp8x + dq8y-8qdx-8qdy. This gives (8\8t)(dz-pdx-qdy) = (Adp + Bdq -Cdx -Ddy), because 8z-p8x-q8y = (pA+qB)8t-pA8t-qB8t = 0. Hence the initial curve should have the properties (9) dz0/ds-p0dx0/ds-qodyo/ds = 0 and (10) Adp0/ds + Bdq0lds-CdXolds-Ddy0/ds = 0, in order that we may have 8(dz-pdx-qdy) = 0.
Let us calculate 8(Adp + Bdq -Cdx -Ddy) in the following: Here E, F, G and / are the following functions :
and .
J8B8B ,8D\,.(8BBB ,öC\,r(dB 8A\
Hence in order that the system (6) may be integrable, the four functions A, B, C and D should satisfy the three partial equations
Definition. A system (6) is said to be integrable, if the four functions A, B, C and D satisfy the three partial equations (11).
Lagrange-Charpit's system (L-C) is integrable. In fact we have E= -CdVjdz, F= -DdV/dz, G = A8Vj8z and J=BdV/dz. Proposition 1. Suppose that the system (6) is integrable and that an initial curve with the properties (9) and (10) is given. Then the two dimensional manifold N obtained by integrating the ordinary equations (7) under the initial condition (8) is a surface which satisfies dz-pdx-qdy = 0.
Proof. Since we have 8z/8t-pdxj8t-q8y/8t = 0 on N, it is sufficient to show 8z/8s-pdx/ds-qdy/ds = 0 on N. Put p,x = dz/ds-pdx/ds-qdy/ds and p,2 = Adp/ds + Bdq/ds-Cdx/ds-Ddy/ds. and 7r = the function given by each term of (11). Since /¿i(0, s) and p2(0, s) vanish by our assumption, we obtain px(t, s)=p2(t,s)=0 in virtue of the uniqueness theorem for a system of ordinary equations.
The three equations (11) with respect to A, B, C and D are reducible to the following two equations with respect to AjB, C/B and DjB:
'
BdyB BBdqB B dy B B B dq B' B dx B+ B dp B and
BdxB \BJ dq B +dy B+B dp B+\B Hence if four functions A, B, C and D give an integrable system, then the four functions tA, tB, tC and tD multiplied by an arbitrary function r also give an integrable system.
The existence of an integrable system which is not Lagrange-Charpit's system of any equation will be shown in the next section (see Remark 2). For a given initial curve with the property that dzo-podxo-qodyo=0, let us find such a solution of the system S that satisfies the initial condition on the given initial curve. Suppose that such a solution of S can be found. Then by Proposition 1 we can obtain an integral surface which satisfies the given initial condition, integrating dx A 8y 8z
under the initial condition (8) .
In order to solve the system S, let us recall here the theorems of Lagrange and Jacobi (see [6, Chapters II, VII and VIII]).
By xx, x2,...,xn and u, we denote independent variables and only one dependent variable respectively.
A system (Xx,..., Xr) of independent vector fields is said to be complete, if each of their brackets is a linear combination of Xx.Xr. Any system (Yx,..., Ys) of vector fields can be prolonged to a complete system uniquely.
Lagrange's theorem is as follows: Suppose that a system (Xx,..., Xr) of independent vector fields is complete. Then the following linear system J>i(*)|í = 0 OSAír) of partial equations possesses n -r functionally independent solutions/,...,/"_,. Every solution is expressed in the form </<(/,.. .,/"_r), where 0 is a function of n -r variables.
Let us consider a nonlinear system (Fx,..., FT) of partial equations is a linear combination of Fx,..., Fr. Any system (Gx,..., Gs) can be prolonged to a complete system (Fx,..., Fr)
uniquely. Let us call n -r the rank of the original system. Then the linear complete system (Xx,..., Xr) has its rank n -r. Jacobi's theorem is as follows : Suppose that a nonlinear complete system F of rank m is given. Then we can solve the following Cauchy problem for every «7-dimensional surface N, integrating a system of ordinary differential equations :
For a given initial value u0isx,..., sm) on the surface N defined by Xx = xî(i],..., sm),..., xn = x° isx, ■ ■ -, sm), find a solution uixlf..., xn) such that UÍXxÍSx, ■ ■ ■, sm),..., xnisx,..., sm)) = UoiSx, .. ■, sm).
In virtue of this theorem of Jacobi, we have the following Proposition 2. The equation (M-A) is integrable by our method, if and only if the system S has its rank greater than zero.
As to Monge's method, he tried to solve the following linear system M:
-/V-j-r-Aa-5-f/7-5-= 0. dx 8p 8q dy dp 8q
The equation is Monge-integrable if and only if the system M has its rank greater than one. In this case it is said to be Monge-integrable with respect to the other characteristics Hence we shall say that the equation is integrable by our method with respect to the other characteristics (16), if the system S has its rank greater than zero.
If the equation is Monge-integrable with respect to the characteristics (16), then it is integrable by our method with respect to the characteristics (16). Remark 1. An involutive system of two Monge-Ampère's equations has a system of the form (6) which belongs to the characteristics of both equations. It is integrable in our sense (see [5, Chapter VI]). From this point of view, our method can be explained in the following way :
For a given initial value, find such Monge-Ampère's equation that forms with the original equation an involutive system which is compatible with the given initial value. Proof. We may assume that/=x, g= v and dh/dq^0, without losing the generality. Then the system M is generated by
Since 8h/8p = 8k/8p = 0, the second equation gives
The first equation of (21) from the second equation of (21). Since k is functionally independent of x, v and A, this equation is reducible to dU/dx = dUldh = 0. Hence the system M has its rank one. Let us find a condition which the three functions g, A and k should satisfy in order that the equation dx' = 0, dp' -P4! dy' -1^41 dz' = 0
respectively. We are interested in the system M with respect to (23). It is generated by dp' U' dx' + \ F= -D[dWq + ^qq + W + \Tx-k)W G_dhdD dh I d2h d2h ,&£\ dq dp dq \dydq 8z8q dq)
The three equations (11) are reducible tô = 0 dp U' dhldD d^_dk\^/a^_\/dJDd^d2h_ £ft\ Q dq\dx dxdy dy) dq \dx )\8q 8y8q 8zdqH 8z)
In this system S, let us replace D by u -dh/dy: -D = dh/dy -u. Then we get Then we get L/=l, K=2, and LL=0. The function a satisfies Levy's condition. However, we obtain H'= 1 ^0.
